Senate against use of student funds for fighting bill

By GREG LUCAS
Senior Staff Reporter

Student senate members agreed Monday night that no Student Activities funds should be used to pay the $1,400 food fight damages bill.

Student Government was being given the responsibility for upholding rules which they had no power to determine said student senator Brian Holst.

In order to have retributive responsibility, we need contributive rights," he said.

Holst also questioned the precedent that would be set if Student Activities funds were used to pay damage fines. Holst said that such action might leave student funds open to other damage repairs such as the goal posts that were torn down at the Alabama game or damage incurred in the yearly snowball fight.

"Should 800 students be paying for something that 800 students did?" asked Jim Winkler, HPC representative from Alumni Hall.

Senate members decided to ask John Goldrick, associate vice president for residence life, to attend the senate meeting next week and present his ideas on how the bill should be handled.

Senate members said that they would be able to vote on specific actions after hearing Goldrick's arguments.

"I think we (the Senate and HPC) been very responsible," said Dave Kinkopf, sophomore class president, citing the next two years, participants said.

But that politically delicate step was becoming more doubtful.

You can see them way out on the horizon, but they may be going over the edge," said Sen. Bennett Johnston, D-La.

In another room in the Capitol, a group of organizations, including advocates for the elderly and federal employees unions, said the budget cuts must not be done at their expense.

"We all want to see the deficit reduced, but the way to cut the deficit is not to cut Social Security," said Rep. Claude Pepper, D-Fla., the oldest member of Congress, who led the news conference via television.

"The president assured that this would not be on the table," said Arthur Fleming, former secretary of the old Department of Health, Education and Welfare.

Meanwhile, President Reagan, in a speech Monday to the annual meeting of the American Council of Life Insurance, repeated his opposition to entitlement cuts, saying that Social Security, should be considered, said Dave Kinkopf, sophomore class president, citing the Social Security program.

The grand prize is a vacation package for two days and a night at the Swiss Valley ski resort in Three Rivers, Michigan.

Five winners will be chosen and each will be allowed to bring three friends along with them, for a total of twenty vacationers, said Young. Tickets will be sold for $1 each starting Monday, Nov. 30, and sales will continue until that Friday, the day of the show.

I think the Famous Vacationers are a really hot group, especially since we are getting them before snowball fight. The statute of Jesus on God Quad looks bright and fresh again after renovations yesterday. A worker uses a wire brush and scraper to remove the clinging toxication and disorderly conduct.

"I think we've (Senate and HPC) been very responsible," said Dave Kinkopf, sophomore class president, citing the half-century-old Department of Security.

Staff Reporter

The Famous Vacationers, a band scheduled to begin its first nationwide tour in the spring, will play in Saint Mary's Haggar Parlor on Dec. 4, Halane Young, Student Activities budget, but that he had stressed that the student body would pay for the damages.
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Seniors: Learn to relax; things’ll be swinging

Mike Naughton
Accent Editor

First, get out of bed. You can’t get out of bed, but at least take that pillow off your head and listen to me. I’m not going to tell you to “relax” and “don’t worry.” Telling a senior not to worry is like telling a skydiver to stop falling. It just doesn’t make a whole lot of sense; we seniors are stressed, we have a right to be stressed, and it would be damned strange if we weren’t stressed. Maturting is a stressful activity.

There are, however, different ways of dealing with stress. Some of us go out compulsively, others drink too much, others exercise or try to find somewhere to hide. I, for one, like to swing.

By swingng, I don’t mean that vaguely steady practice where morally lax singles put on Aramis or Obsession and try to meet other equally morally lax singles in dimly-lit bars.

By swinging, I mean that art of childhood indulgent but not illegal, immoral, fattening or a bigger kid pushes you off or it gets dark and equally morally lax singles in dimly-lit bars. Aramis or Obsession and try to meet other swing.

By swinging, I mean that art of childhood 

Michael Novak, theologian, will give a lecture titled, “Will Liberation Theology Liberate?” at 7:30 p.m. in the auditorium of the Center for Continuing Education. This is the final session in Novak’s series of Tuesday evening lectures. -The Observer

CILA, the Community of the International Lay Apostolate, will sponsor a social awareness dinner rup session with Rev. Joseph McVitty, a Notre Dame alumnus, at 5 tonight in the faculty dining room in the South Dining hall. McVitty will show slides and talk about his experiences in El Salvador. -The Observer

**A Justice for All Day** is the title of a panel discussion that will be held at 7 p.m. in Room 101 Law School. The panel, comprised of area attorneys, professors, and those working in and serviced by social services, will address the issue of poverty in America. -The Observer

Mutombo Mpanya and Harold Miller will be holding a seminar on “The Effects of Militarization and War on African Food Systems,” today at noon in Room 131 Declo. -The Observer

We want to know!

If you see or hear of anything you consider newsworthy, let us know. Call The Observer news desk at 239-5303 anytime, day or night.

The Observer

**The Observer** (issues 198 2-3000) is published Monday through Friday during months and vacation periods. The Observer ispublished by the students of the University of Notre Dame and Saint Mary’s College. Subscriptions may be purchased for $25 per year ($20 to students) by writing The Observer, P.O. Box 9, Notre Dame, Indiana 46556.

OFF-CAMPUS BUS TRIP TO CHICAGO
NOVEMBER 18th
BUS LEAVES CIRCLE AT 6:30 PM & RETURNS 4:00 AM
SIGN-UPS NOV. 16th & 17th
MAIN LOBBY OF LA FORTUNE FROM 12:1 PM & 2:3 PM
COST $7 INCLUDES REFRESHMENTS

The Spiritual Rock of Notre Dame
“For Those Willing to Serve”

Ten years ago, Spiritual Rock made a commitment of service to the Notre Dame and South Bend communities. If you are interested in helping us help others, or just want to join us in Christian fellowship, feel free to attend our Wednesday night meetings (Farley Hall Chapel at 7:00 p.m.), or call one of the following people for more information:

Mike Napierkowski: 4043
Bob Hutchison: 3501
Jennifer Reed: 4045
Ethiopian relief stopped by rebels

Associated Press

ADDIS ABABA, Ethiopia - Emergency airlifts of food are the only hope for tens of thousands of drought victims in northern Ethiopia whose relief pipeline has been disrupted by rebel attacks, the chief of U.N. relief efforts said Monday.

"We had hoped to avoid the colossal expense of an airlift, but most relief agencies agree that an immediate airlift is needed," said Michael Priestley, head of the United Nations' relief program in Ethiopia.

Priestley said he hoped airlifts could begin in the next few weeks to Tigray province, where 75 percent of the crop has failed and 1 million people face starvation.

In neighboring Eritrea, there is a total crop loss, and another 1 million people are at risk.

Attacks on truck convoys by rebels in Eritrea have prompted the government to close intermittently the main road to Tigray, choking off supplies.

Eritrea is still able to get food from the province's Red Sea port of Massawa.

Trucks, already scarce in the north, were destroyed by the dozens in the attacks, including 22 U.N.-flagged trucks.

Normally this would be the height of the harvest in Ethiopia. But fields stand plowed and unplanted in some areas because the rains failed in June. In other areas, too little rain produced stunted crops of wheat and sorghum. Livestock now graze on food intended for people.

Religious leaders and relief officials say the drought and food situation is worse than during a 1984 drought, which was followed the next year by a famine that killed 1 million Ethiopians.

The Relief and Rehabilitation Commission, the government agency responsible for drought and famine relief, said Friday in an appeal to donors that Ethiopia needed 1.05 million metric tons of relief food to feed 9.2 million of its 46 million people next year.
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Chairmen of the Board

Ty Soares, left, and Mike McGi- trick battle one another in the first round of the Notre Dame Chess Championsh ip, held in the Fortunet Student Center.

Chairmen of the Board

Mr. William T. Young, D-Delaware, and Ben Priestley, Children's Services, hold the defec tion, he said, "and hiking tax rates is the wrong step."
Buy a printer with your Macintosh and conserve paper.

A Macintosh personal computer and an Apple ImageWriter II printer will save you hours of time. Not to mention gallons of correction fluid and reams and reams of paper. And, if you buy both now, the first ream of paper you'll save will have a lovely green glow.

You'll save a bundle of cash when you purchase an ImageWriter II printer along with your choice of a Macintosh Plus or a Macintosh SE. Either way you'll be able to turn out beautifully written and beautifully printed papers. And we'll even try to help you pay for your purchase with a variety of financing options.

We feel compelled to tell you, though, that a deal like this can't last forever. So it's a good idea to see your campus microcomputer center today. And join the conservation movement.

The power to be your best.

Computer Store - Room 25
Computing Center
F orty-five year old playwright Julie Jensen of Saint Mary's Communication and Theatre Department has never had a child. She's only written about it in her latest play, "Thursday's Child," which opens at Saint Mary's O'Laughlin Auditorium November 18. Jensen's main character is a forty-four year old mother of three adolescent children who finds out she is pregnant.

"At that age, some choices are not available to you," said Jensen. "We serve people badly in letting them believe that to resolve their problems, all they have to do is walk out the door."

As the middle-aged mother, George Ann Brackshaw is faced with the challenge of "doing the brave thing." As the playwright, Jensen is faced with the challenge of moving the audience away from the belief "everything is changeable."

"The trick is to get through gracefully what you cannot change," said Jensen (reflecting from George Ann). "Abortion is not an option for her. She has a no-return policy on kids." It's George Ann's way of dealing with the serious issue that makes Jensen say the play is a comedy; "She is a wily woman who like most of us in our most desperate moments is capable of great humor."

"The play is also a comedy because it is about ordinary lives which hinge less on politics than Diet Coke and less on nuclear disarmament than on who's got the car."

The play, which Jensen "completed" last semester, was put on the department's theatrical calendar by her request. In the past, she has found it helpful to direct her new plays shortly after their completion. In 1981, Saint Mary's performed her play "Sojourner Truth" and in 1983 they performed a series of one-acts under the title "Kitchen Gothic." She thinks the experience is not only valuable for herself, but for the actors as well: "It's an entirely new process with a new play. Actors are called upon to do it in a different process." "They go in believing implicitly in you, the play and the characters," she continued. But they learned. While not many things in life are changeable, plays are.

"We've changed this play enormously," Jensen said. These changes included shifting the order of major scenes, as well as rewriting the ending-four times.

"Although her 1985 play "Stray Dogs" was a finalist in the CFI-IV, Federation of Dramatists Guild new plays competition, was produced professionally at the Arena Stage in Washington, D.C. and was published, "It just didn't go anywhere after that," she said. And the minor recognition that she got "just wasn't enough."

"But things are changing for her. Next February, "Thursday's Child" will be professionally produced by the Capital Repertory in Albany, New York. On top of that, she has been commissioned to write Philadelphia stage's next play, and a Universal Pictures representative has recently contacted her about the possibility of creating a screenplay.

As the saying goes, "If Wednesday's child is full of woe, Thursday's play (and its creator) has far to go!"

"Thursday's Child" will be performed at Saint Mary's O'Laughlin Auditorium November 18-21 at 8 p.m. and November 22 at 5 p.m. For ticket information contact the O'Laughlin Box Office at 284-4626.

---

INNOVATIONS DESERVE REDISCOVERY

THEODOROS

THEODOROS, the nightclub located upstairs in LaFortune Student Center, is a great place to discover or rediscover this year. Theodore's caters to the needs and desires of the student body with innovative services such as a food bar and video screens. This year, more than ever, Theodore's provides an exciting new dimension to the social scene on campus.

On weekends Theodore's is booked with a variety of DJs who together try to accommodate everyone's musical taste. They range in style from top 40 to progressive music. Noel O'Laughlin, reservation manager of Theodore's says, "The different styles of DJs usually develop following with certain groups of students."

Various campus bands include the weekends also attract enthusiastic crowds. Tara O'Leary, student manager of Theodore's, says, "We will probably book more campus bands in the second semester when many have more time to polish their acts."

Theodore's, however, is no longer exclusively a place to dance. The new food bar, located in the north alcove, offers students refreshing alternatives to cafeteria food. The updated menu includes non-alcoholic "mocktails" of margaritas and pina coladas, ex pressing, cappuccino, subs, nachos, pizza bread sticks and croissant sandwiches.

On Sundays the food bar provides "all you can eat" specials of tacos, subs or hotdogs and chillidogs. These last from 12-6 p.m. and cost only two dollars. Michelle Burkhart, catering manager of Theodore's, reports, "Attendance for the Sunday food bars has been good, but we hope to see a greater showing of off-campus students in the future."

Imagine fixing and eating your meal at a leisurely pace while watching professional football games or videos on one of the two large screen televisions. Sound like a welcome change from the hectic pace and unimaginative menu of the dining hall? Not only is Theodore's open Friday and Saturday nights from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m., it is open on Sunday from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m. as well. O'Leary says, "Students often come to Theodore's to relax and watch The Cosby Show along with the other Thursday night shows."

Also on Thursdays (when sitcoms are repeats) Theodore's offers movie videos or DJs. Some upcoming ideas for students who want to start the weekend early include showing movies and serving free popcorn.

Theodore's does not shut down during the week either. Monday through Wednesday the club is available to all campus groups for use at no charge. Recently Student Government, health services, regional alumni groups and dorms have all taken advantage of Theodore's extensive facilities during the week.

With all of Theodore's new services, it can be a great place to relax, meet people, take a study break and, of course, dance.

CALVIN AND HOBES

Bill Watterson
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Co-ed housing deserves a chance

Students at Notre Dame often complain that interaction between males and females on campus is difficult and hindered by the current single-sex dorm policy.

University President Father Edward Malloy has created a task force to investigate this area. He believes in co-educational housing. Students have discussed it, the administration has thought about it, and currently Father Edward Malloy's task force is looking into the issue. Considering it I believe this issue is important and that it is time for a thorough public discussion to debate the benefits and flaws of co-ed housing.

Daniel Cahill

On a weekly basis The Observer will select an issue that is of interest to our community. In order to present different opinions on these and other issues, The Observer, however, reserves the right to edit all letters, and brevity is a criterion for publication. You may address the letters to The Observer, P.O. Box Q, Notre Dame, IN 46556.
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Founded November 3, 1966
responsibility to be aware of these expectations and conduct themselves accordingly as members of the Notre Dame community. All the rules and regulations, codes, etc., are in effect for graduate and undergraduate students on and off campus. Responsible behavior is expected of Notre Dame students wherever they may be. While some rules on visitation of the opposite sex are difficult to enforce off-campus, the concept of co-ed housing does not necessitate the elimination of parietals, whether one agrees with them or not.

I think a co-ed facility should exist for juniors and seniors. I believe that enough students would be interested in such an arrangement as to make it feasible. It would not force anyone to do something they didn't want to do.

The single sex dorm system could continue to thrive as it does now. I limit the co-ed arrangement to juniors and seniors because I believe it would be helpful for new students to live in single sex dorms for a couple of years before deciding on such a change. One of the benefits of the dorm system today is that men and women live together. Freshmen look to the upperclassmen for leadership, and upperclassmen enjoy the opportunity to set an example. I do not think a co-ed dorm would destroy this element of on-campus residency.

I think that co-ed housing should be made available for students in the future. It is our duty to look out for the interests of the students of tomorrow. It is the University's responsibility to be mindful of the changing world in which we live. Sixteen years ago, this University began accepting women. Many changes were made and the after-effects on male-female relations are still being felt. But the situation has improved greatly and will continue to do so. Co-ed housing could continue to develop these relations under the traditional values of this University.

With the creation of various Task Forces under the new administration, everyone of us is in a position to influence the future course of events here at Notre Dame, particularly on the subject of co-educational housing. Please let your voice and opinion be heard. Whatever side you fall on, it is important that you speak up now.

Daniel Cahill is a senior English/Pre-Med major.

---

Bob Carroll

guest column

The issue of co-ed dorms is a hot topic at the moment. There is a Presidential Task Force currently looking into the possibility of co-ed dorms, among other issues involving residence. The idea of living under the same roof as a female is new to me since I grew up with two brothers and no sisters. I don't know if I am warped now or if I am the lucky beneficiary of having no sisters. This is my fourth year on campus having to live under the current conditions. I have a feeling that most people will want the University to initiate co-ed dorms. And, although I am not opposed to the action, I am not so sure it will have much impact.

Some women might roll their eyes when they hear this, but there is something to be said about an all-male "Spartan" lifestyle. There is a certain camaraderie that is developed in the dorms. My girlfriend refers to this camaraderie as "male bonding."

A single sex dorm is a place where men can do what they want, say what they want, and just hang out together. If men had hair to let down, the all male dorm is the place to do it. It is nothing personal towards women. Likewise, I assume women want the same time together to live in the absence of males. A time to take their hair out of curlers and wear no makeup.

We have great tradition here at Notre Dame. There are few schools which have our level of spirit between dorms. Both men and women have unique identities at Saint Mary's. For them, an all-male campus was the norm and somehow they managed to meet and carry on a normal social life. In those days, women were not allowed in dorm rooms. My father's mother was not even allowed to see her son kept his dorm room tidy. Much has even allowed to see if her son kept his dorm room tidy. Much has changed with the admittance of women in the early 1970's. The University is now moving toward an almost equal ratio of men and women. The truth is, women's dorm rooms are usually cleaner than my dorm. In fact, I am not sure it will have much impact.

Now that co-ed dorms have been considered, how does it fit with the University's concept of residence? First and foremost, Notre Dame is Catholic. We are all aware of this orientation. This means that a rule such as parietals is here to stay. It is true that the University would move from this position. So if the University moved to implement co-ed dorms, it would still be a restricted form. But the issue of co-ed dorms is not hinged on parietals alone. The dorm would most likely be segregated by floors. But the issue of co-ed dorms in Notre Dame is very important. How much does it affect the quality of the University? I hope people point to these reasons when supporting co-ed dorms. To be honest with you, I wish I lived in a co-ed dorm. It would make my walk home shorter and warmer after dropping off my girlfriend.

Bob Carroll is a senior Accounting major and a resident assistant in Grace Hall.

---

Quote of the Day

"Between friends there is no need for justice, but people who are just still need the quality of friendship."

Aristotle
384-322 B.C.
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Fall clubs grow in wins, participants

With the traditional gap between fall and winter club sports upon us, it's time to take one last look at the fall results—and what an autumn it was for Notre clubs.

Teams boasted increased membership, competitive play and some of the best records in recent history. All of those results left Irish club director Rich O'Leary satisfied that the club system is still going strong.

"Overall, it's been a good fall," O'Leary said, "not only in winning, but in participation. Involvement in all teams has been higher than in the past. They seem to have a good group of officers, and they were able to travel and field a team wherever they went."

To say it was a good fall may be a gross understatement. For example, take these results:

- The Rugby Club finished with an 8-1 ledger with big wins over arch-rivals Boston College, Michigan and Northwestern.
- "We had a lot of good individual players," Club President Tim O'Connell said, "but this is one of the first years we played that well together as a team. Also, we didn't have any injuries, and that played a big part in it."
- The Sailing Club capped its season with a third-place finish in the Area A Regatta to qualify for the Timme Angstrem Regatta in Chicago over Thanksgiving break. Earlier, the club took seventh in the Cary-Price Regatta in Michigan.
- The Water Polo Club recorded a 3-3 campaign, twice as many wins as last season. The club bowed Boston College, Boston University and Yale during a successful East Coast trip.

Ellis continued from page 12

Ellis cited Notre Dame as the type of school the star of his squad would commit to when the conference began. Ellis had letters to UCLA, Illinois and Notre Dame on a table in front of him and opted for the Irish.

Ellis' high school coach, Bennie Stewart, was unsure which school the star of his squad would commit to when the conference began. Ellis had letters to UCLA, Illinois and Notre Dame on a table in front of him and opted for the Irish.

The Women's Soccer Club finished with a 5-3-3 mark, including a late-season surge where the Irish won three and tied one of their last four games.

The Rugby Club faced tough competition throughout the season, but managed to put together some good performances. The men's squad took seventh in the 38-team field at the Head of the Charles in Boston, earning an invitation to return next year. The women's team, meanwhile, concluded its season with two gold medal showings at the Head of the Tennessee.

We invite you to stop by, meet us, and talk about opportunities in Sales, Marketing and Purchasing.

UPPER LOUNGE UNIVERSITY CLUB November 17, 1987 6:00 - 8:00 p.m. All ND/SMC Seniors and MBAs are welcome. If available, please bring resume.

"From both a financial and an operating standpoint, Inland stands head and shoulders above the rest..." BARRON'S October 13, 1986
Sports Briefs

Layoff slows women's tennis

By STEVE MEGARGEE
Sports Writer

After having no competition since the North Star Conference tournament Oct. 10-11, the Notre Dame women's tennis team had a tough time getting back into the swing of things at last weekend's Rolex Regional Qualifiers. In the open singles and doubles tournament held at Bloomington, Ind., three of the four Irish singles players fell in the first round of the 64-player draw. One doubles team lost in the first round, and the other was eliminated in the second round.

"They've been hitting every day, and haven't taken a break, so it was a little bit of a layoff," said Irish coach Micheal Gelfman. "The fact we didn't have any competition since mid-October hurt us."

In the singles draw, senior Michelle Dasso, sophomore Stephanie Tolstedt and freshman Terry Kibelstis were eliminated in the opening round, all losing in straight sets. "Stephanie played an excellent match," said Gelfman. "I don't think the scores were indicative of her performance. They used regular scoring in the tournament instead of no ad, and that puts more pressure if you're not used to that style."

Freshman Ce Cahill, the top seed in the tournament, was the only Irish player to advance past the first round. Cahill placed third, losing to Kelly Mulvihill of Indiana, 6-2, 6-2, 3-6, 6-2, in the semifinals. Cahill had defeated Mulvihill in the Midwestern Invitational in September. A win in the semis would have given the Irish a step closer to automatic qualification for the NCAA Midwest Regional going into the spring season.

In doubles action, the seeded pair of Cahill and Dasso lost in the first round, and the Tolstedt-Pacella team was eliminated in the second round.

"I felt like our doubles play could have been much better," said Gelfman.

ND runs towards 'big leagues'

By GREG GUFFEY
Sports Writer

The women's cross country team has come along way in two short years. And according to Irish coach Dan Ryan, his team is a long way from competing in the big leagues.

The Irish finished a respectable third in the Notre Dame district meet Saturday in Bowling Green, but must keep improving in order to compete with the powerhouse of NCAA cross country. Crossing that line at big-time contender will be a tough order, but Ryan thinks his young team is up to the challenge.

"With time, we'll be there," Ryan said. "I think it's just a matter of getting more experience and running some more big races. I think it's been a little intimidating. They're not used to finishing behind teams like Wisconsin and other Big Ten teams after running against some smaller schools as a club." Wisconsin won the meet with 56 points followed by Indiana with 97. As opposed to the men's competition, only the top team automatically qualifies for the NCAA finals. The top three teams advance in the men's division.

Junior co-captain Theresa Rice led the Irish harriers with a 2:07.6. That time set a new Irish cross country record. Terry Kibelstis took 72nd with a clocking of 18:43.04, 3:04 better than last year. Senior co-captain Julia Merkel took 78th with a time of 18:47.2. Linda Pillar and Kathleen Lehman rounded out the scoring in 97th and 102nd positions respectively.

"We were the first non-scholarship school to finish," Ryan said, "but we got the talent. Last year, the time gap was 2:19 and we finished 20th. This year, it was 1:24 and we were 14th. We met all of our goals except one—winning the North Star Conference meet. We were in the top five at the Indiana Intercollegiates winning the Little State, won the Detroit Invitational and finished in the top 15 at districts."

Swim teams keep up with Tide

By MARK KOWALSKI
Sports Writer

On the second anniversary of the Rolls Aquatic Center Friday afternoon, the Notre Dame swim team faced the 16th ranked Alabama Crimson Tide in its first regular-season meet of the year.

The Crimson Tide men's team swam to a 129-92 victory, while the Lady Tide compiled a 127-88 win. Undoubtedly the fastest team on the Irish schedule this year, the Tide showed why it is nationally ranked by breaking 13 pool records. All previous men's records were broken as well as three women's records.

The high level of competition pushed the Irish swimmers to new personal bests as they showed improvement across the board over last years. Senior Jeff Cahill now holds within 75 seconds of his own university record, but took third place in the 50-yard freestyle. Freshman Paul Godfrey posted a 1:57.85 time in the 100-yard freestyle for one of the Irish bests, and classmate Jim Byrne made a smashing debut in the 200-yard individual medley and 200-yard breaststroke.

Senior Amy Darlington swam to two third-place finishes in the 200-yard butterfly and 200-yard freestyle, as well as capturing a second-place finish in the 500-yard freestyle. Freshman Jean Kelly added to the distance freestyle squad, taking third behind Darlington in the 500-yard freestyle and capturing second place in the 100-yard freestyle. Other Irish highlights came from junior Tracy Johnson, who swam in the 50- and 100-yard freestyle events and recorded the first two-place finishes, as well as finishing just 40 seconds behind the leaders in the 50-yard free.

The Observer

O-C Hockey

Will have its first practice tomorrow at 1 a.m. Try to sign release forms at the NVA office before then. The Observer

Pat Murphy, the first-year Notre Dame baseball coach, is forgoing a winter trip to Taiwan with the Dutch national team swam to a 120-92 victory, team and instead of no recruiting for Notre Dame. Murphy, who coached the Dutch team last summer, also has been offered to coach the Dutch squad in the 1988 Summer Olympics. The Observer

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

to

Phreddy Phart
Love Mom, Dad
Marcy, Vicki,
Missy & Diane

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 9
MORRIS CIVIC AUDITORIUM
ALL SEATS RESERVED $16.50
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
KEVIN O'BRIEN
IS 21
TODAY!
Campus

12 p.m.: Kellogg Institute Seminar (Brown Bag) "The Effects of Militarization and War on the African Food Systems," by Mutombo Mpanya. Discussion by Professor James Howe, Carnegie Mellon University. Room 384 Fitzpatrick Hall.

2:15 p.m.: Department Materials Science and Engineering and GTE Emerging Scholar Seminar "Atomic Resolution Microscopy of Precipitates and Interfaces in Materials," by Professor James Howe, Carnegie-Mellon University. Room 384 Fitzpatrick Hall.


6 p.m.: Inland Steel Company Presentation/Reception for all interested Arts and Letters, Business and MBA students; Upper Lounge, University Club.

7 p.m. & 9 p.m.: ND Communication and Theatre Film "Footloose," Annenberg Auditorium.

Dinner Menus

Notre Dame
Roast Beef
Sweet & Sour Pork
Gyros
Crepes Marinara

Saint Mary's
Turkey & Dressing
Baked Ham
Shrimp & Vegetable
Stir Fry

Focus On America's Future

The Daily Crossword

ACROSS
1. Vapor
6. Decamped
10. Same
14. Analyze
15. White
16. Son of Judah
17. Certain
18. Distance
19. Tip
20. Beverage
21. Feaster
22. Condition
23. Sense
24. Sorry
25. Business
26. Group
28. Chine place
31. Rosa's friend
32. Country
33. Gallant
34. Traditional
35. Down (subdued)
36. Business
37. Distance
38. Traditional
39. Gallant
40. Business
41. Distance
42. Business
43. Traditional
44. Down (subdued)
45. Business
46. Business
47. Business
48. Business
49. Business
50. Business
51. Business
52. Business
53. Business
54. Business
55. Business
56. Business
57. Business
58. Business
59. Business
60. Business
61. Business
62. Business
63. Business
64. Business
65. Business
66. Business

DOWN
1. Tiff
2. Weight
3. Humorist
4. Donkey
5. Fused
6. Laminated
7. Ultimate
8. Fuller
9. Mose code
10. Worthless
11. Close to poets
12. Alighieri
13. Finished
14. Shoe width
15. Concede
16. Relaxed
17. Content
18. Woodwind
19. Affection
20. Jury
21. Legal holding
22. Connectives
23. Hodgepodge
24. Interlaced
25. Hero
26. Rock
27. Hand
28. Maxims
29. Totals
30. Connectives
31. Jingles
32. Ye - Shoppe
33. Palm reader
34. Conger
35. Ointment
36. Ye - Shoppe
37. Palm reader
38. Traditional
39. Knowledge
40. At rest
41. Plateau
42. Levels
43. courtyard
44. Stair post
45. Conger
46. Psychiatrist
47. Boy!
48. Hand
49. Mex. Indian
50. Hunter in the stars
51. Noise
52. Edible nut
53. Ancient
54. In and out
55. Govt. agcy.
56. Per —
57. — boy!
58. — down
59. Devoured
60. Cistern
61. Untruths
62. Edible root
33. — seal
64. Noun ending
65. Vingt—
66. Stalks
32. Hodgepodge
33. Interlaced
35. Hero
36. Ye - Shoppe
37. Palm reader
38. Traditional
39. Knowledge
40. At rest
41. Plateau
42. Levels
43. courtyard
44. Stair post
45. Conger
46. Psychiatrist
47. Boy!
48. Hand
49. Mex. Indian
50. Hunter in the stars
51. Noise
52. Edible nut
53. Ancient
54. In and out
55. Govt. agcy.
56. Per —
57. — boy!
58. — down
59. Devoured
60. Cistern

The Far Side

Gary Larson

SUB presents:

The Golden Child

7:00, 9:00, 11:00 pm

Wednesday & Thursday

Engineering Auditorium $2
Men’s cross country runs to NCAA finals

By MOLLY MAHONEY
Sports Writer

How sweet it is!

The Notre Dame cross country team placed third in the NCAA District IV meet in Bowling Green Saturday and country team placed third in the NCAA District IV meet in Bowling Green Saturday and brought home a bid to the NCAA Championship Meet.

The Irish finished third with 109 points behind Wisconsin (66) and Indiana (81).

Notre Dame’s performance came after a departure that they faced an impressive field of competitors, such as third-ranked Illinois, and Big Ten powers Indiana and Michigan.

"Nobody expected us to keep coming on," said Irish head coach Joe Plano. "It is a true tribute to the leadership of the seniors on the team. They never gave up."

Senior captain Dan Garrett lead the Irish across the finish line, placing fifth overall with junior Ron Markeczy follow-

ing close behind in eighth place.

Sophomore Mike O’Connor captured 26th place to round off the Irish barriers finishing in the top 20.

Freshmen Pat Kearns and Ryan Cahill turned in strong performances, as did sophomore Tom Macken. Senior Rick Mulvey ran a strong race for the Irish to help the Irish earn their first NCAA bid since 1984.

Notre Dame’s third-place finish qualifies the Irish for the NCAA Championship meet next weekend.

Season ticket sales slow slightly

By PETE GEGEN
Sports Writer

A cold, windy morning. High ticket prices. A comparatively weak home schedule. The success of the football team. These factors do not lend themselves to long lines for basketball season tickets.

Oops, it’s $64, not $54

A misprint on the basketball season ticket application has resulted in an "increase" of the price of bleacher seats.

The mistake, which was not discovered until Monday morning, listed the price for a bleacher season ticket at $54 instead of the actual $64.

Because most seniors get lower arena seating, assistant ticket manager Jim Bell said that the problem of ticket purchasers caught $10 short was kept to a mini-

num.

A walk out to Gate 10 of the Joyce ACC late Monday morning proved this theory, as a line of about 30 students waited for the first day of basketball season ticket sales.

"The lines were twice as long last year," said Sean Fiori, a senior from Sorin and the third person in line for tickets. "Last year’s pace, no," said Bell. "It’s a little bit down, but it’s fairly close."

The prices for the season-ticket package of 16 games are $80 for lower arena seating and $64 for bleacher seats. These prices represent a $1 increase per game from last season’s price.

Bell indicated that juniors should have no problem purchasing lower arena seating.

see ELITE, page 9

Ellis signs with Irish

By DENNIS CORRIGAN
sports Editor

Irish basketball head coach Digger Phelps received a bit of news Monday afternoon which should give him more reason to be thankful this holiday season.

LaPhonso Ellis, a 6-9 senior from Lincoln High School in East St. Louis, Ill., signed a letter of intent to attend Notre Dame next fall.

Ellis is the second-team All-American selection of Street & Smith’s and is rated as one of the top high school recruits in the country.

As a junior, Ellis averaged 19 points, 19 rebouds and seven blocked shots a game.

Hockey sweeps Foresters

By PETE SKIKO
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame hockey team pushed its record over the .500 mark for the first time since the 1983-84 season by sweeping Lake Forest over the weekend in a home-and-home series.

The Irish took the first game at home, 6-4, after being down by 3-1 and 4-2 deficits in the second period. But to hear first-year head coach Ric Schafer talk, the fact that the Irish came back to take the game was just icing on the cake.

"Even when we were down 3-1 and 4-2," said Schafer, in his debut season with the Irish. "I was entirely satisfied with our team’s performance. We com-

pletely dominated the game, but we just couldn’t put the puck in the net."

But then the Irish defense stiffened, holding the Foresters without a goal for the final 32 minutes of the contest. The offense kicked into gear to complete the comeback as Chris Olson scored the first goal on an assist from Tim Caddo, and Bob Ullott got the second on a nice assist from Rob Herber.

"Opponents averaged six goals a game against us in the first four games, and we got that down to a reasonable level this weekend. We worked well as a team, which is what we’re going to need. There aren’t going to be any su-

perstars doing it on their own."

The Irish take on St. Thomas (Minn.) at home for two games next weekend.